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ABSTRACT:
Time series imagery containing high-dimensional temporal features are conducive to improving classification accuracy. With the
plenty accumulation of historical images, the inclusion of time series data becomes available to utilize, but it is difficult to avoid
missing values caused by cloud cover. Meanwhile, seeking a large amount of training labels for long time series also makes data
collection troublesome. In this study, we proposed a semi-supervised convolutional long short-term memory neural network (SemiLSTM) in long time series which achieves an accurate and automated land cover classification with a small proportion of labels.
Three main contributions of this work are summarized as follows: i) the proposed method achieve an excellent classification via a
small group of labels in long time series data, and reducing dependence of training labels; ii) it is a robust algorithm in accuracy for
the influence of noise, and reduces the requirements of sequential data for cloudless and lossless images; and iii) it makes full
advantage of spectral-spatial-temporal features, especially expanding time context information to enhance classification accuracy.
Finally, the proposed network is validated on time series imagery from Landsat 8. All quantitative analyses and evaluation indicators
of the experimental results demonstrate competitive performance in the suggested modes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing image classification is extensively used in
various areas, like change detection. With the growing
development of remote sensing technology, multi-source and
multi-temporal Earth Observations (EO) data have easier to
access. The increasing demand for products encouraged
scholars to research approaches of remote sensing image
classification that can take full advantage of the rich
information, incorporated spatial, spectral, and temporal data,
aimed to improve the accuracy of classification and meet a wide
range of information requirements and applications.
The current classification methods mainly comes from the task
of singe-phase image, which can be roughly divided into three
categories: unsupervised, supervised and semi-supervised
classification methods. Unsupervised classification algorithms
cluster elements by similar attributes without any priori human
intervention, like ISODATA (Boles et al., 2004). Despite the
automatic extraction in the classified process without any
previous knowledge and samples, they become time consuming
when high dimension or large volume of data (Chen, Gong,
2013), and interpreting clusters correctly is a major challenge.
At the same time, supervised classification algorithms (e.g.
Random Forests, RF (Belgiu, Dragut, 2016); Support Vector
Machines, SVM (Mountrakis et al., 2011); and Artificial Neural
Networks, ANN (Bagan et al., 2005)) identify other unknown
categories of pixels by learning priori knowledge. For these
methods, selecting a representative and abundant training
samples is crucial. However, the statistical distribution of
various types of objects in remote sensing images is complex
and random. The training samples are artificially selected
through limited experience and knowledge whether it is field

exploration or reference data. There is no guarantee that the
selected classification samples have a valid representation of
corresponding land cover classes. The reliance on selected
samples also hinders the application and development of
different spatial and temporal image classifications. Therefore,
semi-supervised learning from the field of data mining is
applied to various classifiers, like the self-learning (Wang et al.,
2015) and the graph-based method (Jamshidpour et al., 2016). It
mines the inherent structural features of object types in
unlabelled samples to correct fitting classifiers that may be
caused by the poor representation of labelled samples. The
semi-supervised classifiers can effectively improve the problem
of poor representative known samples, and can solve the
classification problem of small samples or areas where effective
classification samples cannot be obtained in practice.
As the development of a variety of satellite technologies, the
accumulation of multi-source and historical data enables more
abundant information to be exploited, not limited to the basis of
a single-phase image. It turns out that inclusion of time and
ancillary data improved the accuracy of the classification
(Khatami et al., 2016). More and more researchers explore
novel approaches incorporated temporal element which utilize
the differences of various ground object categories in time
context in classification and other fields. For example, (Jia et al.,
2014) explored the time series NDVI data to improve land cover
classification, and especially phenological features had a
significant effect on accuracy.
With the heavy attention of deep learning, numerous studies
have investigated that recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have
been widely employed in time series analysis and applications.
When an image is divided into sequence data by row, long
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short-term memory (LSTM) (Greff et al., 2017) which is a
variant of RNN can also implement a high-precision result of
classification. Then, (Russwurm and Korner, 2017) used LSTM
to identify crops by temporal vegetation modelling, and proved
that the LSTM-based method performed better than the classical
RNN. In addition, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are
well adapted to cope with spatial autocorrelation, and thus reach
a high accuracy of semantic segmentation and classification in
images (Scott et al., 2017; Shelhamer et al., 2017). On this basis,
several network variants were proposed which combines
convolutional and recurrent neural network components.
Convolutional LSTM network (ConvLSTM) was first proposed
for the goal of spatiotemporal sequence precipitation
nowcasting (Shi et al., 2015). After that, various models
combining convolutional and recurrent neural networks were
trained and applied in other fields, like (Mou et al., 2019)
utilized a recurrent convolutional neural network (ReCNN) for
change detection in biphasic multispectral images.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this study, we designed a semi-supervised convolutional long
short-term memory neural network (Semi-LSTM), which
models the spectral, spatial and temporal information for
classifying the long time series imagery with a small number of
labels. Figure 1 illustrates the basic framework of our proposed
method, which can be decomposed into two parts: a pretrained
model and a semi-supervised ConvLSTM model. In the
following, we first detailed a pre-trained CNN model to enhace
spatial, texture and spectral features for each image of time
series data. Then, we focused on modeling the time context
information with a small account of training labeled samples by
the semi-supervised ConvLSTM. Furthermore, the time series
data will be divided into two pieces: one for training is all
images except the last moment, and the other is the time series
subdata containing the last time image for testing and retrieving
the final predicted label.

However, deep neural networks usually require the quantity and
quality of training samples, which undoubtedly increases the
workload and computation (Gomez et al., 2016). On the one
hand, obtaining training labelled data for classification tasks of
long time series imagery is a challenge. It is easier to get the
label at a certain moment actually, instead of all labels of time
series data. The more labels you require, the larger cost and
workload you pay. On the other hand, the selection of training
samples is a major challenge. In terms of the representation of
samples in supervised classification mentioned above, people
have defaulted that the selected samples have a good
representation for individual classes because of the subjective
judgment. It is also not conductive to the further development of
image classification methods, because the unsatisfactory
classification results always attribute to the inapplicability of the
algorithm or the parameter selection.
Besides, for optical remote sensing images, it is difficult to
avoid cloud, snow and shadow cover. Even though historical
satellite images are easy to seek, there are a few inevitable
conditions of discontinuous time series data due to these noisy
observations. This problem will affect accuracy of results to
some extent, so a sort of pre-processing will be employed in
advance, such as cloud and shadow detection (Zhu, Woodcock,
2012), or fitting the multi-temporal curve to fill in missing
values (Brooks et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2015).
In order to address these issues mentioned above, we propose a
semi-supervised convolutional long short-term memory neural
network (Semi-LSTM) in long time series imagery. Different
from traditional deep learning classifiers, this end-to-end SemiLSTM achieves an accurate and automated land cover
classification with a small proportion of labels, and weakens the
dependence on the selected samples. The main contributions of
this work are as follows: ⅰ) it achieves an excellent classification
via a small group of labelled samples in long time series data,
and reducing the cost of labels; ii) it is a robust algorithm to a
certain degree for classification of continuous time series data
with the influence of noise (especially clouds and shadows),
which even can be learned and identified as noisy features. It
decreases the requirements of time series imagery without cloud
cover and missing values, and can be widely used in areas that
are often obscured by clouds, such as subtropical areas; iii) due
to the integration of the convolutional neural network and the
recurrent neural network, it makes full use of spectral-spatialtemporal characteristics to classify time series satellite images,
especially expanding the time context information to enhance
classification accuracy.

Figure 1. The framework overview of our proposed SemiLSTM model for land cover classification in time series images.
The inputs containing images (X1,X2,...,Xn) and corresponding
labels (which consist of labelled DiL and unlabelled data DiU,
i=1,2,...(n-1) here) produce the final predicted label. Xip
(i=1,2,...,n) represents the feature map after pretraining. ŷ and ŷ´
denote predictions from the same time series subdata set due to
random squential variation, and L(ŷ, ŷ´) is the loss function.
2.1 Enhancing spatial features via the pre-trained model
Previous works (Marmanis et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017) in
remote sensing fields have demonstrated that feature extractors
based on CNNs can effectively generate powerful feature
representations from the complexity of satellite images. There
are also no sufficient remote sensing datasets to train a network
from scrath, so the pretrained CNN designed for a completely
different classification task is used as a feature extractor. Here,
we choose the Residual Network (ResNet) (He et al., 2016) as
the pre-trained CNN model, which had been trained by a large
database named ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) containing
approximately 15 million high-resolution natural images and
labels with twenty thousand classes.
The input is a time series data set T which is composed of
multispectral images Xi∈ℝ(h×w×c) in order of time (i=1,2,3,…,n).
As shown in Figure 2, a new image Xip ∈ ℝ(h×w×c´) (c´>c) with
powerful feature representations is output for each multispectral image. Specifically, because the ResNet is trained from
three-channel images, it is necessary to perform principal
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component analysis (PCA) on the original multispectral image.
Then, three principal components are extracted and input them
into the pretrained CNN. Due to the low- and middle-resolution
remote sensing images, the deeper convolution layer will lost
the more spatial and texture features. This is the reason why we
choose the feature map after the first convolutional layer. After
the convolution kernel with the size of 7×7, the height and
width of current feature map are reduced to h/2 and w/2, and the
number of channels is increased to 64. In order to restore the
same h and w as the original image, it is upsampled by bilinear
interpolation Fup. At this time, the enhanced spatial and texture
information has been received. To further retain the multispectral information, the multiple channels of feature maps are
concatenated with the multispectral of remote sensing images
(Fcat). In the end, we get a series of images with enhanced
feature extraction (X1p,X2p,X3p,…,Xnp). The pretrained process
can be summarized as (1).



X i  Fcat Fup  ResNet  X i PCA ，X i
p

where

1



and the training effect of the temporal model. We take the
sequence subdata T1 as an example (Figure 3). The self-looping
structure based on RNN can be regarded as a connection with
multitudinous neural units, as shown in Figure 4 where the pink
box represents a neural unit. As each image inputs in sequence,
the weights and memory state values are continuously updated
and saved. The weights among the hidden layers are shared,
resulting of the network has the ability to remember. Owing to
the many-to-one network form, each sequence input has only
one output, namely the sequence data T1 outputs the latest state
Ht. For the classification task of time series imagery, each input
image pass sequentially to the ConvLSTM encoder, and then
the prediction ŷt outputs by a softmax function.

it   (Wi ,X  X t  Wi ,H  H t 1  Wi ,S  St 1  bin )
f t   (W f ,X  X t  W f ,H  H t 1  W f ,S  St 1  b f )
ot   (Wo ,X  X t  Wo ,H  H t 1  Wo ,S  St 1  bo )

(1)

(2)

Sˆt  tanh(WS ,X  X t  WS ,H  H t 1  bS )
St  f t  St 1  it  Sˆt

ResNet1 = the first convolutional layer of ResNet

H t  ot  tanh(St )
where

σ = sigmoid function
tanh = hyperbolic tangent function
W = weights matrices
b = bias coefficients
‘*’ = the convolution operator
‘·’ = a Hadamard product

Figure 2. The pre-training process, and Xip is the output.
2.2 Learning temporal features via the semi-supervised
ConvLSTM model
In this section, we detail the semi-supervised ConvLSTM model
and how to deal with the classification task of time series
images. Inspired by the convolutional LSTM network for
precipitation nowcasting (Shi et al., 2015), we adopted the
ConvLSTM network to process time series images. In the
following, we recall the standard ConvLSTM unit in Figure 3.
Owing to the convolutional operations both in input-to-state and
state-to-state transitions, it can better preserve spatial
information and reduce the redundancy of spatial data compared
with the traditional LSTM. It learns time context information in
a core memory cell that is jointly modulated by three gates:
input ( t), forget ( t) and output ( t) gate. As an input Xt feeds
into, the current cell state Ŝt gathers the current information
and the previous state H(t-1). The long-term memory St will be
accumulated from both Ŝt controlled by the input gate t and the
past cell state value S(t-1) controlled by the forget gate t. St is
further controlled by the output gate t and propagates to the
final hidden output Ht (the short-term memory). The key
formulas of ConvLSTM are shown in (2) below.
After the pre-training model, the new time series data set needs
to be divided into numerous time series subdata sets with the
same time series length ( ), that is T1=(X1,X2,…,Xt), T2=(X2,
X3,…,X(t+1))… It is beneficial to the computational efficiency

Figure 3. A neural unit of ConvLSTM network when Xt is input.

Figure 4. The illustration of ConvLSTM for time series data.
For traditional ConvLSTM, the loss function is defined as the
standard cross-entropy which is calculate by the predicted label
and respective reference label from ground truth data during the
training process. This is essentially a supervised classification
that needs large enough labels for training. Actually for the
classification task of long time series remote sensing data,
corresponding labels are mixtures with labelled DiL and unlabelled data DiU, rather than labels for every image. Thus,
semi-supervised learning inspired by Π-model (Laine and Aila,
2018) is utilized. Figure 5 illustrates the procedure of semisupervised learning and the calculation of loss function . As
shown in (3),
consists of supervised and unsupervised loss
components. One is the standard cross-entropy between models’
predictions ŷi and reference labels DiL, evaluated for labels only.
Because of the class imbalance, inspired by the Focal Loss (Lin
et al., 2020), the tunable focusing parameter γ is adopted to add
a modulating factor (1-ŷi*DiL)γ to the cross entropy loss. The
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other is evaluated for all inputs with labelled and un-labelled
data. Because of random sequential variation, when the same
time series data is input, two different predicted vectors from
hidden layers (ŷi and ŷi´) are obtained. Then the mean square
difference between these two values is made. Besides, to
combine the two loss terms, the latter is scaled by timedependent loss weighting function ( ) for a more accurate
training model. The initial value of ( ) is set to 0, that is, the
loss value of the unsupervised part is not calculated. With the
new input and continuous iterative calculation, the value of ( )
ramps up. The Adam optimizer is utilized to converge the loss
function. In the end, the optimization of the model parameters is
completed. It should be noted that one-hot coding (Chren, 1995)
is a smart way to demote values of different categories for
multi-class tasks. In testing, the prediction ŷn at the time
is
produced by the trained network. Finally, a softmax function is
utilized to generate the predicted label, where each pixel
corresponds to a category.
L  yˆi , yˆi '  

where


B

1  yˆ  D  
i

L 
i

i( B  L )

log  yˆi , DiL   w(t )

1
CB


iB

yˆi  yˆi '

2

construction (incorporated buildings and roads), water, cloud
cover and shadow. However, the distribution among the
categories is unbalanced due to human activities. Cloud cover
and shadows appear instantaneously and vary widely. In the
remaining four categories, cultivated land accounts for the
largest proportion of all study areas (around 58%, 66% and 73%
in three datasets respectively), followed by construction and
forest, and the water area accounts for the least proportion. In
particular, there is no water in Data_3. We prepared the
corresponding labels of all images, but the actual situation is not
ideal for time series imagery. Therefore, in the subsequent
experiments, we will simulate the actual situation to remove
part of the label data. For example, the labels corresponding to
the images blocked by clouds, or when exploring the influence
of the number of labels on the training network, some labels
will be removed chronologically.

(3)

σ = the balanced factor
B = each minibatch
L = training input with known labels
C = the number of different classes

Figure 5. The process of semi-supervised learning and loss
function

(Data_1)

(Data_2)

3. TIME SERIES DATA
The study area is located in a town in Jiamusi City,
Heilongjiang Province of China, which is in the hinterland of
Sanjiang Plain between 45°42΄-48°31΄N latitude and 129°22΄129°42΄E longitude. We select three typical study areas with
significant land cover changes which are mainly based on urban
expansion and natural phenology of various crops from 2015 to
2016. Each area has the same size (256×256 pixels), with an
area of about 60 km2. All images are acquired by the Landsat 8
from OLI sensor with nine bands and a spatial resolution of
30m, but we only keep 7 bands, including costal aerosol, blue,
green, red, NIR, and two SWIR bands.
To generate time series data with approximately equal intervals,
we adopt all available Landsat data during two years with
cloud-free or low cloud coverage. Due to a 16-day revisit cycle
and free resources of satellite, 26, 38 and 36 images are
collected in three areas (named Data_1, Data_2 and Data_3)
respectively (shown in Figure 6) after pre-processing of images
(including radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction,
relative image registration and cropping). Figure 7 illustrates the
different time distributions of images in various regions. Each
dataset has an average of 1 to 2 scenes per month.

(Data_3)
Figure 6. Three typical study areas (Data_1, Data_2 and Data_3)
which are mainly based on urban expansion and natural
phenology of various crops from 2015 to 2016.

Figure 7. The time distributions of three experimental data sets.
Each data set has an average of 1 to 2 scenes per month.

In order to train and verify classification model, we manually
label the multi-temporal data with 6 covered classes according
to the actual situation, involving cultivated field, forest,
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4. RESULT
4.1 Experimental setup
In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed
method, other RNN-based methods (ConvLSTM and LSTM)
and non-deep learning methods (SVM and RF) were used in
time series classification task for comparison. All models with
various parameter values were repeatedly tested many times in
the Window 10 platform with a single NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti
GPU (memory 11 GB) and a CORE i7-7800X CPU. Each
model were configured with appropriate hyper-parameters to
achieve the best classification under the limited hardware
conditions. There were several identical parameters and setting.
Due to the small size of the three experimental data sets in the
training of complex deep neural networks, some missing feature
information appeared to be sensitive to the classification
accuracy. As a result, pretrained models were used in all models.
Deep learning networks based on RNN were implemented in
Tensorflow. The learning rate was set to 0.001, and the optimal
length of time series was 20 (t=20) which performed well and
did not take too much time. More details and analysis on it are
expanded in section 5.1. For ConvLSTM and our Semi-LSTM
models, thanks to the convolutional kernel size of 3×3, we fed
original 3D image into the network of 128 neural units. To
utilize spatial and spectral information effectively, we set the
same patch size to 128×128 and sample the input at intervals of
64 pixels stride on every image. Differently, for LSTM, due to
the pixel-level classification, each 3D image was reshaped to a
vector with two dimensions (h×w, c), and then 1024 pixels as a
batch fed into the network with 256 units. For non-deeplearning classifier, SVM and RF, we employed the Scikit-learn
framework. To deal with unbalanced samples, class weight =
‘balanced’, so that each class had a weight based on the size of
training samples (Zhong et al., 2019). The random search
strategy (Bergstra, Bengio, 2012) was also adopted to automatically pick the major optimal parameter values of model. For
SVM with RBF kernel, the candidate C  {0.01,0.03,0.1,0.3,1,3,
5,7,10,15,30,100,300}, and gamma  {0.1,1,2,4,10,‘auto’}. For
RF classifier, the candidate parameters: n_estimators  {120,
300,500,800,1200}, max_depth  {5,8,15,25,30,None}, min_
samples_split  {2,5,10,15,100}, min_samples_leaf  {1,2,5,
10}, and max_features  {‘log2’, ‘sqrt’, None}. Finally, the
optimal parameters of SVM are θSVMData_1 = (C=0.1, gamma=
0.1), θSVMData_2 = (10, 0.1), and θSVMData_3 = (10,0.1) respectively.
The RF preformed best with θRFData_1 = (n_estimators=1200,
max_depth=8, min_samples_split=2, min_samples_leaf=1, max
_features = ‘log2’), θRFData_2 = (500,25,15,1,‘log2’), and θRFData_3
= (800,25,10,10, ‘log2’) respectively.
4.2 Accuracy assessment of classification
To evaluate the performance of various classifiers, the
following indicators are utilized: overall accuracy (OA), kappa
coefficients (K) and the weighted F1 score (W-F1). All the
evaluation indexes are employed in Scikit-learn package of
Python. We tested many times on three long time series data
sets to compare with our proposed model. The results for testing
of different models are displayed in Figure 8, and more detailed
accuracy assessments of classification are list in Table 1.
SVM and RF as a non-deep learning method performed well
which have been widely used in classification (Carrao et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2014). However, selecting corresponding
parameters of these classifiers will still be repeated when
targeting a new data set, even if the help of Random Search

strategy. As input features are larger or more complex, the
classification accuracy decreases and the training process is
more time consuming. The best F1 score only reaches 75.56%
for SVM and 75.52% for RF. As for data with the non-uniform
class distribution, they are prone to omission and commission
errors in class with a small number of samples, like forest and
water cover in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The testing results of different models are displayed.
From top to bottom is Data_1, Data_2 and Data_3.
Classifiers

OA

K
W- F1
Data_1
RF
67.10%
0.29
0.58
SVM
64.65%
0.24
0.56
LSTM
88.21%
0.80
0.88
ConvLSTM
92.45%
0.87
0.92
Semi-LSTM (ours)
97.95%
0.97
0.98
Data_2
RF
75.52%
0.50
0.74
SVM
73.27%
0.37
0.69
LSTM
86.65%
0.74
0.86
ConvLSTM
90.01%
0.80
0.90
Semi-LSTM (ours)
94.31%
0.89
0.94
Data_3
RF
80.07%
0.40
0.78
SVM
75.56%
0.31
0.70
LSTM
81.67%
0.59
0.80
ConvLSTM
89.82%
0.77
0.88
Semi-LSTM (ours)
97.14%
0.93
0.97
Table 1. Overall accuracy (OA), kappa coefficients (K) and
weighted F1 score (W-F1) achieved by various classifiers in
three study areas.
Then, since LSTM is a variant RNN network with three gates, it
is possible to obtain temporal context information and achieve
better than non-deep learning methods. Because of the loss of
information in the conversion of images, the classification of
LSTM model cannot express the details well, such as omission
errors in narrow roads. The ConvLSTM model further improves
the classification accuracy (which OA of three data sets can
reach around 90%). That is because the convolutional structures
replace the fully connections of LSTM, and spatial information
is effectively encoded. The ConvLSTM method is good for
dealing with temporal and spatial features, and its expression of
spatial information has more advantages than LSTM. As for our
Semi-LSTM model which incorporates semisupervised learning
based on ConvLSTM model, it performs best in classification
and OA, K and W-F1 increased by an average of 5.6%, 0.1 and
0.06 respectively. It proves that the semi-supervised classifier
improves the dependence on selected samples. Owing to the
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addition of semi-supervised learning, it is a robust classifier
especially in the case of a small number of labelled training
samples (further discussed in Section 5.2), and solves the issue
of poor representation in training samples to some extent.

to the many-to-one network. And the number of 50% labels in
three areas is 18, 13 and 19 respectively (exactly no more than
19). This is the reason why metrics can hold relatively stable
before removing half of labelled training samples.

5. DISCUSSION

As the proportion of labels decreases, the W-F1 metrics show
similar trends in different data sets. The classification accuracy
of LSTM and ConvLSTM with a small number of labels
(training labels account for 20% and 10% of total samples) is
sharply reduced, while our Semi-LSTM is steadily maintained
with a slight decrease. That is to say, our method still performs
well in the case of a small number of labelled training samples
for classification. In this way, it benefits the collection of
training data that the cost and requirement for long time series
labelled data are greatly reduced.

5.1 The importance of temporal context information
To explore the effect of the time series length on classification,
we implemented our Semi-LSTM model with same parameters
except the length of time series data for comparison, t={2,6,10,
14,18,20,22}. It is worth noting that a fixed length (t) is used
and moves it step by step to the last training image as an epoch
to traverse all data for training. The results are illustrated in
Figure 9. Since the length of time series imagery is limited, the
corresponding number of iterations will be reduced when the
length of time series input t is enlarged. Therefore, as the t
increases, the accuracy of classification generally improves to a
stable trend, or even decreases slightly. Meanwhile, the larger
length of time series, the memory of our deep neural network
may be lost during the continuous updating process, just as the
memory of human beings for the longer time is blurred. That is
the reason why the overall accuracy of t=22 is lower than that of
t=20. In this comparison experiment, it is also found that the
larger t, the more time it takes. Thus, we chose an optimal time
step (t=20), which could not only ensure high-precision classification, but also save time on excessive consumption.

Figure 9. The results of comparative experiments with various
temporal length.
5.2 Appropriate number of labelled training data
Supervised methods such as LSTM and ConvLSTM require a
large number of known labels for training, resulting in the cost
of increased computational intensity and labelled workload.
Actually, it is hard to obtain enough labels, especially for long
time series data. In this paper, owing to the idea of semisupervised learning, our Semi-LSTM method makes it possible
to use a small amount of training labels and receive excellent
classification results (Table 1). This method greatly reduces the
requirements and workload of training labels, and it makes long
time series analysis easier to apply in various fields.
To find the optimal number of labelled training samples, we set
up comparative experiments which labels account for 100%,
50%, 20% and 10% of the all training samples in three areas.
The number of labels in different proportions are rounded down
in practice. The results, weighted F1 score are shown in Figure
10 (other metrics have similar trends). As explained in Section
5.1, the length of time series input (t) is 20. With continuous
time series input, the first 19 labels are not applied actually due

Figure 10. The results of weighted F1 score of comparative
experiments in the various proportion of labelled training
samples in three study areas.
5.3 Interference of clouds and continuous missing data
More and more optical satellites monitor the dynamic spatiotemporal processes of the Earth’s surface in a regular time with
a few days’ intervals. However, satellites images are inevitably
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missing as the surface is usually completely or partially covered
by clouds. It has limited the extensive research and application
of majority remote sensing approaches, and it poses an
omnipresent challenge for the methods that are designed with
cloud-free imagery in mind.
In this experiment, we trained the network on three datasets
with varying degrees of cloud coverage. The ratio of cloud
coverage containing clouds and shadows is calculated in each
study area by the number of pixels in the specific area of
interest. Besides, we supplemented images of full cloud coverage in the experimental areas from 2015 to 2016. In other words,
there are two scenes per month on average, or even three scenes
a month. Based on this, several subdata sets have been created,
containing all observations, cloud coverage less than 50%, 25%,
10% and 1% (completely cloud-free images). The number of
images in subdata sets is displayed in Table 2. It is noted that
the training labels in all subdata sets here are labelled data
without cloud cover, namely the number of labels is 28, 29 and
30 respectively with only 4 covered classes (cultivated field,
forest, construction and water).
Cloud coverage
Data_1
Data_2
Data_3
<1%
28
29
30
<10%
31
34
33
<25%
34
36
36
<50%
38
39
38
All images
44
46
46
Table 2. The number of images with different degrees of cloud
coverage in all subdata sets.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed a novel deep neural network SemiLSTM to classify land cover by learning spectral-spatialtemporal features from time series imagery. It performs robust
in classification tasks with a small amount of training labels.
According to overall accuracy and the ability to identify
individual class, our optimal model outperformed popular
classifier like SVM as well as models based on recurrent neural
networks (LSTM and ConvLSTM). We verified that appropriately increasing the length of time series input can improve the
land cover classification effectively. Thanks to the advantages
of semi-supervised learning, the model can attain excellent
results via a small group of training samples, which simplifies a
lot of artificial labelling work and reduces the dependence of
training samples. In addition, it is difficult to avoid noise caused
by clouds and shadows in remote sensing images. After replenishing a large number of cloudy data, this method is robust to
processing time series images with clouds and shadows when
there is no shortage of large amounts of consecutive data. The
model does not require long time series satellite imagery with
cloud-free and a lot of labels, which provides a flexible and
automated way for land cover mapping applications. The study
suggests that these benefits reduce the requirements for
collection of dataset and make the classification tasks easier.
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